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Abstract
After reviewing at a simple level what the subject of control engineering deals
with, several general control engineering challenges are described with the aid of
examples - the challenge of complexity, as illustrated by figbt'control design, tbe
challenge of achieving robustness, as illustrated by a guided vehicle control system,
and the challenge of achieving adaptivity, as illustrated by sugar mill and alumina
cddner contml problems. The controller implementation challenge - of obtaining a
simple computer-based controller to work with a complex plant is a h described.
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1 What is Control Engineering about?
Imagine a physical entity to which one can apply some form of excitation (or control) and
which generates some sort of response.
For example:

Physical entity Excitation
Electric heater
Car engine

Aircraft

Response

Electric power
Room temperature
Fuel flow
Engine speed
Hydraulic power to Attitude of aircraft
control surface

In each of these three examples, there is very frequently a desired response, which may or
may not be constant. For example, one may want the aircraft to change its attitude from
hotizontd a g h t t o a descending glide path. The achieving of a given response is made
possible by the introduction of an appropriate excitation. The following table highlights
in the above examples how the appropriate excitation is achieved.

Physical entity Excitation
Electric heater

Car engine
Aircraft

How excitation is achieved

electric power

turning switch on or off
depending whether you
are cold or not
Fuel flow
Linking throttle to a foot
control (accelerator) and
then operating accelerator
Hydraulic power to Linking control surfaces
control surface
via actuators to control stick

These are all examples of open-loop control. That is, the system (as opposed to the human
operating it) does not sense what the response is and therefore cannot take corrective
action by way of adjusting the excitation.

Closed-loop control is also possible.

[n closed-loop control, the system is provided with information as to what its output
or response should be (the 'desired response') and then it adjusts the excitation so that
the actual response approaches or even equals the desired response; very frequently the
excitation is determined from the difference between the desired and actual response.
Closed-loop control is summed up in Figure 1.
The following table gives more details for three examples.

Physical entity

Excitation

Electric heater

Electric power

Car engine

Aircraft

Closed-loop control approach

Thermostat compares desired
and actual temperature and
switches power accordingly
Fuel flow
Cruise control compares
desired and actnal speed, and
adjusts fuel flow and even
braking
Hydranlic power to Automatic pilot compares
control surface
desired fight trajectory (level,
landing etc) with actual, and
adjusts control surfaces.

In a great many control design problems, one or both of two key problems have to be
addressed: securing dynamic stability, and securing zero steady state e m r . Securing
dynamic stability means that the corrective action taken by the controUer shonld not overcompensate and drive the system into oscillation or some catastrophe. Securing steady
state error given constant disturbance means that if the desired response is constant, the
actual response should (after some transient) exactly match the desired response even with
constant disturbance, such as constant heat loss through windows (room heating problem)
or constant head-wind (cruise control or aircraft control).
It is very common to consider the response of a closed-loop system to a step change
(thermostat dial is adjusted, for example). This is the so-called step response It can be
sluggish or fast, exhibit great overshoot before becoming correct or almost no overshoot,
exhibit oscillatory behanour before settling down, or just a fluctuation or two. It can
achieve zero steady state error, or non-zero steady state error.
Figure 2 illustrates a collection of possible stepresponses. The curves are indexed by
values of a parameter used in specifying the controller, and illustrate a frequently occurring
situation: there is a trade-off between, on the one hand, small steady state error and, on
the other hand securing small overshoof. Thus k = 60 gives the smallest steady state
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Figure 1: Closed-loop control
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Figure 3: High loop gain

error, but the largest overshoot. Zero steady state error is achieved only with iniinite
overshoot.
Much of classical control is concerned with understanding the above issues. Of course,
there are scientsc underpinnings. As an example let us comment on the use of a high loop
gain Electronic amplifier designers were probably the first engineers to realize that if a
plant (=vacuum tube) exhibited significant gain variations, the effect of these variations
could be greatly ameliorated by including the plant in a high gain loop. Actually, a
number of other obsenations about high gain were also quickly made. Consider Figure 3.
The plant is P and the controller is C. The aim is to have the output track the reference
input r , even in the presence of disturbances d and noise in the feedback signal n.
Evidently, y = Pa+ d, tr = C(r - y - n). Putting these together ~ i e l d (at
s least formally)

Suppose C is very large. Then P could vary by 30% but for 6xed reference r, the output
y would change but a little. Also, d will d e c t y just a little. And the output y will track
the reference input r closely, at least if the sensor noise n is small. Thus high loop gain:
8

suppresses the effect of plant gain variation
reduces the effect of additive disturbances at the output
promotes good tracking by the output of a reference input

High loop gain has disadvantages aiso. If C is small. the sensor noise n affects the output
y less than if C is high. And if C is high. the plant excitation u may be so big a s to
over-drive the physical plant P (so that it behaves nonlineariy, explodes or otherwise
misbehaves). These points are obvious from the figure and the equations describing it. A
further point, not obvious but none the less true, is that high gain can produce oscillatory
type of behaviour or even permanent osciilations (instabiity). So a high gain:
a can induce insrability/oscillatory behaviour

worsens sensor noise problems
a can cause the plant to be over-driven

The two most imporrant conceptual ideas of classical control may well be high gain and
its consequences, and a variety of tools for handling stability questions. Many standard
textbooks discuss these ideas [I], [2j, [3].
Nearly all systematic design methods for control systems have been for plants with linear
models, and virtually all design is a matter of trade-offs (as rdected in the discussion
above of step response and high gain). Classical control essentially provided methods for
designing only simple controllem, which are adequate for simple plants, bnt may not be
adequate for complicated plants. Modern contml methods yield complicated controllers
for complicated plants, and they have to be realized with a computer.

2
2.1

Topical Challenges of Control Engineering
The Challenge of Complexity

Control of a modern aircraft provides a good example of a control challenge with significant
complexity. For control of the pitch of the aircraft, flaps and ailerons are used, and the
relevant output variables are attitude and angular veloaty. Because of the presence of
more than one input and more than one output, there is an immediate level of complexity.
Classical control has enormous difficulty with multiple input, multiple output problems,
apart from those which can be approximated by several decoupled single input, single
output problems.
But the aircraft problem is complex for yet another reason. The number of internal
variables in a mathematical model (for pitch control purposes) is about 50. The rules of
thumb of classical control, the handbook solutions, the graphical procedures, and even
excellent physical intuition are simply not enough to design a controller when this sort
of complexity is present. This statement would probably hold true even if the system in
question were single input, single output.
The determination of an acceptable controller has till fairly recently represented a huge
task, two hundred person-years being a typical estimate of the time involved. The methods
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Figure 4: Parametric Robnstness: Guided Bus Control
used could be characterised as modem control methods, but not so modern as to allow
escape from the use of tedious trial-and-error methods, 14).
Two broad theoretid approaches are now a d a b l e for designing controllers in situations
like this, and available in the sense of there being commercial software (a usehl standard
for saying what is in practice achievable). This software is used by companies in sectors
apart from aerospace, such as process control, power systems, mineral processing, steel
mills,... The software is based on theories described in books such as 151, [6].

2.2

The Challenge of Robustness Given Parameter Variations

In a great many situations, the physical system can be described by a mathematical model
which contains parameters, and these parameters are associated with certain physical
miables like mass, friction, and the like. It is well known for example that the equations
of motion of an aircrafr depend on the airspeed, the height, and the load. Another example
is drawn from the area of vehide control using buried wires. Consider Figure 4.

This is an idealisation from a problem that arosein a conceptual design study for a guided
bus, [7] see page 58. The mass of the bus Msies signiiicantly a~cordiigto the number
of people in it. Also. the friction coefficient, important in considering the tyre-pavement
contact, can vary significantly, depending on road conditions. Rain, oil and the like create
a very different coefficient than that applying on a dry day. The problem is to design
a single controller u.hich will work satisfactorily for all values of the parameters. The
parameters are not normally varying rapidly. What is in fact therefore needed is a single

controller that will work well for a wide set of fixed plants. each plant in the set being
defined by a particular choice of the parameters.
Despite the fact that this problem has been around sometime now, no design methods are
available in commercial sofhuare. Of course there has been theoretical work nibbling at
the edges, but a broad scale method is lacking. Even the question 'Does there a i s t a
single controller which will give satisfactory performance?" is in general not answerable.
One might conjecture that a controller which worked well at parameter settings, A, B, C,
and D would work well everywhere. Unfortunately, this conjecture is also lacking general
verijication, although simpler versions of it can be ve&ed. .recent
i textbook outlining
the state-of-the-art is [El.
The general position therefore is one where control science has not yet provided effective
tools for addressing important applications problems involving parameter robnstness.

2.3

The Challenge of Adaptation

There is a second conceptually different approach to handling problems with parametric
uncertainty. The approach is known a s adaptation, or adaptive control. The idea is that
the controller, besides controlling the pIant, contains signal processing software which
uses measurements of the plant input and output to infer the values being assumed by
the variable parameters in the plant. The controlla parameters are then adjusted to suit
the values assumed by the plant parameters. Of course, if the plant parameters undergo
a step change, it may require some time for the controller to learn the new coned values
of the plant parameters, and any noise.contaminating the measurements has the potential
to cause the controller to make an ermr in its estimate of the plant parameters. Neverthe-less, very broadly speaking, it is possible to learn plant parameters over a t i e scale
significantly longer than the time constants of the controlled process itself, [9],[lo], [ll].
One example of an application of adaptive control to a two input, two output system is
provided by a sugar crushing mill. See Figure 5. The sugar cane is brought on a conveyor
and dumped into a feed chute. The overall task of the crashing which occurs at the exit
of the feed chute is to methe extraction of juice. The variables which are most
important in determining this extraction are height of the material in the feed chute, and
the chute aperture, or the feed rate to the crushers. The sign& which can be adjusted
are the turbiie governor setting, and the turbiie torque. The need for adaptation arises
because those physical properties of the feedstock which determine how much juice is
extracted vary according to the field from which the feedstock has been harvested.
The above situation is tairly simple to model, in that apart from the unknown parameters,
a f ~ r l accurate
y
model of the process a n be obtained, 1121. A complete contrast is offered
by an alumina cddner, see Figure 6.
The variables which one is interested in controlling are:

Four mills in cascade

Bagasse
Turbine driven
crushing Mill

Figure j:Sugar Mill Control Example
discharge alumina temperature (this govern product quality)
temperature fluctuations (maintenance cost is driven up by fluctuations)
energy consumption
The variables which can be readily controlled are
bauxite feed rate
oil rate feed rate

air mass feed rate

In addition, measurements can be made of the cold end temperatnre of the kih, and of gas
composition. Clearly, a mathematical model based on the physics and chemistry of what is
happening in the kiln would, even Sit could be written down, be immensely complicated.
It would not be surprising also to have nonlinear partial merentid equations as part of
the model.
The function of adaptation here is to learn parameters in a simple model of the process, a
model which is readily accepted as being nnable to fully describe the process, but a model
which can be used for designing a controller for the process. Adaptive control has been
achieved for this atumina caldner, despite the crudity of the model, its multiple input
multiple output nature, and the presence of a time lag, something which control engineers
know well greatly complicates the task of securing effective control. See [13].

Bauxite
Hot gas from
oil burner
-

Figure 6: Alumina Calciner
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The Challenge of Controller Implementation

Mathematical models of physical processes usually involve dierentid equations, so the
underlying independent variable is time, and it is assumed to vary continuously. Modern
controller design methods, i.e. those based on commercial software, yield continuous
time controllers when the model is continuous time, and also yield controllers which have
similar complexity to that of the model. Thus controllers designed by modem methods will
normally be contimons time, and often be of high complexity. On the other hand, if there
is a requirement to implement a controller with a computer, it will have to be a discretetype controller; there is frequently also a requirement to have a low complexiiy controller;
and of course the implementation has to be nnmerically reliable. These observations
generate the question: How can one replace a continuous-time high complexity controller
resulting from a commercial software design package by a discrete-time low complexity
controller that is known to be numerically reliable? This is the implementation challenge.

3.1

Controller Complexity Reduction

Consider Figure 7.
The task is to find a controller C(s), of low complexity, which causes the closed loop
performance of the plant with C(s) to be like the closed loop performance of the plant
with C(s). (The symbol s denotes a Laplace transform variable; why it arises is ndt'
discussed here.) The term closed loop performance is a fuzzy phrase which connotes
many particular aspects of performance. One useful tool for andysing the performance of
a closed loop system is the closed loop transfer function (or transfer function matrix in the
multi-input or multi-output case). In formal terms, this is the quantity T(s) =

e.

Requiring the two closed loop performances to be similar amounts (more or less) to requirP(,@[A
ing the diierence between the two closed loop transfer functions i.e. , ,Pi.)Cb)
pl,~Cl,)
l+P(r)C(a,
to be small. Of course in what sense this should be small is not altogether clear (transfer

Data:

p(s)
*
high complexity
high complexity

Goal:

low complexity
S)

c(s)

e(

)

' p(s)

Figure 7: Controller Reduction
functions are mast usually studied by examining their values for s = jw,w real, and then
smallness amounts to the above difference having asmall d u e of its maximum magnitude
along the j w axis). No matter how the precise mathematical statement of the controller
reduction objective is set up, what results is a problem that is most u n f d u to anybody
with standard mathematical training in optimization or approximation theory. Never-the
less, there now exist easy-to-use and effective solutions in commercial software for furding
a reduced order controller, [141, [IS]. They are not quite perfect, in the sense that the
approximation error is not made optimally small. The s d c e of optimalily however
allows quick and insightfd algorithms to be used.
An example of the effectiveness of these methods is provided by the curves shown in
Figure 8.
The plant for which a controller is required is single input, single output, and described
by an eighth order differential equation. The plant is open loop unstable, and nonminimum phase (a technical term in the control systems sense, which invariably implies a
greater difficulty in h d i n g a controller). Using modem design methods implemented in
commercial software, a controller is found which achieves certain specified constraints on
bandwidth and disturbance rejection. (The plant is sdiciently dif6cult to control that
the determination of a controller by classical methods might be very difficuit.) Now the
controller found using modem methods has, not unsurprkiigly, order or complexity just
like the plant. This means that there are sixteen parameters in the controller. It is desired
to reduce the number to five, corresponding to a second order controller, and this in fact
can be done. The figure illustrates the result of applying a number of controller reduction
methods and then simulating the closed loop step response resulting with each controller.
Methods 3,4, and 5 are older, probably now outmoded, schemes for controller complexity
reduction. Methods 2 and 6, which give very close adherence of the closed loop response
with the reduced order controller with that of the original system, are based on newer
ideas, particularly the idea that the key thing which the reduced order controller must

'3s)

Data:

p(s)

Figure 9: Controller Discretization
do is ensure that the closed loop responses mimic one another, rather than say the open
loop responses.

3.2

Controller Discretization

Consider Figure 9.
The idea is that C ( s )is a continuous time controller that has been determined by whatever
method. Because implementation of a continuous controller would require analog elements
or analog circuitry, and in comparison with digital devices and circuits this is ditticnlt to
implement unless the controller is very simple, it is often desired to implement a disc~ete
time controller. The idea of a discrete time controller is that it takes asequence of sampled
values of a signal, spaced apazt in time by some chosen duration T. It produces a sequence
of outputs, again spaced apart by T, and this sequence of output values is passed through
a digital to analog hold circuit, so that the input to the plant is a piecewise constant
signal, with the various values of the input signal changing at intends of T seconds and
following the output of the discrete time controller.
The discrete time controller itself implements a difference equation, for example w(kT) =
0.5w[(k 1)q v[(k - 1)Tj (as compared with the continuous time controller which
effectively implements a diaerentid equation).

-

+

The core question is: "How knowing C ( s ) can one find Cd(z)?" This question has been
treated in many textbooks, eg. 1161, 1171, and you can take your pick from about 12
formulas. Unfortunately, there are examples in which none of them work. This is in part
because the wrong question has been posed. The correct question is: "How should one
to)make the two dosed loops as similar as possible?" The naturalness of this
choose C ~ ( Z
question is obvious once it has been asked. Since P ( s ) is an inherent part of the two closed
loops, it then becomes likely, if not virtually certain, that the best choice of C,j(z)can not

depend on C ( s ) alone but must also involve P(s). This is a fundamental change of view
from that which has applied in generating the textbook answers, and also constitutes the
key reason behind the fact that the textbook answers are sometimes ineffective.

4 very cmde mathematical statement of the objective is: choose Cd(i) to make PC(1+
PC)-" P H C d S F ( l + PHCdSF)-I small. [Here S is the sampling operation, and F a
so-called anti-alias filter, introduced for quite technical reasons]
We will spare the reader any mathematical details, and simply note that this problem has
recently been solved, [IS],[19],[20].
A standard textbook published a few years ago compares a number of the then available
discretization methods, none of which generated Cd(z)taking into account the plant, (211.
The methods were applied for plant and controller transfer functions

A discretization time of T = 0.030 was chosen. Out of eight standard methods, o d y
one resulted in a discrete time controller for which the closed loop remained stable, but
the closed loop performance was unacceptable, and in particular, there was an enormous
discrepancy between the response to a unit step with the original continuous time controller, and with the stabilizing discrete time controller. Figure 10 shows the results of two
newer methods for discretizing a controller. One method developed by Kennedy, was used
to design a controller for the Australia Telescope when the standard textbook methods
failed, [IS]. That method is restricted to plants with a single input single output. The
other method is described in references (191, (201.

3.3

Discrete ControIIer Implementation

A discrete controller is deiined in terms of its transfer function, but the actual implementation of the controller will involve arithmetic operations on h i t e word length quantities.
This means that round-off of signals occurs afker every arithmetic operation (quantization noise), and coefficients used for multiplying are necessarily quantities which are
implemented with a h i t e word length, and as a result, there may be an approximation
involved at this point.
This could all perhaps be coped with, except for the fact that there is not a unique way to
implement a res scribed discrete time controller transfer function, but an i n k i t y of ways,
all with different coefficients. Obviously then, the way the controller is implemented
can be very important in terms of the effect on the overall closed loop performance of
quantization errors and coefficientrepresentation errors. How one might best implement
the controller to minimise the deleterious effects is something that has only very recently
been determined, [22], despite the problem being flagged many yeas ago.
Figure 11 shows a frequency response using a discrete time controller with an infinite
32
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number of bits, and two discrete time controllers implementing the same nominal transfer
function, one optimally chosen and one chosen in a simple but not particularly thoughtful
way. The latter shows that very substantial variations from the ideal frequency response
can result.

4

Future Challenges

In the preceding material, one dear mismatch between existing theoretical capabilities
and applications demands has been identified already, and this is design for parametric
robustness.
Let us however note one other very significant future challenge. There is a sparsity of
systematic nonlinear design procedures. Despite decades of work on nonlinear systems,
very, very few readily usable general design methods have been forthcoming.
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